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Review: Writing in Creative Practice: Practicing Theory in Art & Design Education, one-day workshop, Northampton University 17th December 2012.
Funded by: The Higher Education Academy
Led by: Will Hoon and Alke Groppel-Wegener
This review embodies the regenring approach to writing pedagogy put forward by Fiona English at the above event.  I have chosen to use a dramatic genre (as used in Fiona’s case study), as opposed to a more conventional academic writing genre.  My review takes the form of a radio interview about the event to be broadcast as part of Radio 4’s Front Row, the magazine programme devoted to the arts (Education Special).
Q. Hi Julia, so what do these Writing in Creative Practice workshops hope to achieve?
A. Hi, well this workshop at Northampton University, like others held last year at the University of Staffordshire, aimed to create a community of like-minded individuals who share a passion for innovative learning and teaching related to writing in Art & Design.  These events also raise awareness of Writing PAD http://www.writing-pad.ac.uk/ (​http:​/​​/​www.writing-pad.ac.uk​/​​) , encouraging new Writing PAD centres to spring up around the country.
Q. And why did you choose to attend this event in particular?
A. I’ve been interested in the work of Writing PAD for a while, and having taken part in a very enjoyable Writing PAD workshop at Staffordshire University back in May, I was keen to try out more techniques.  Also, Fiona English’s name had come up in my discussions about my own research, and I was interested in finding out more about her work.
Q. Was the event solely for academic theory staff?
A. No, there were also academic librarians in attendance, as well as study skills lecturers and academic staff from both theoretical and practical disciplines.  This combination of support, theory and studio personnel typifies the Writing PAD approach.  
Q. So, what were your first impressions of the workshop?
A. Very welcoming and creative… on arrival we were handed a ‘goody bag’ containing crayons, a sketchbook and drawing materials: there was even a bag of chocolate coins!  The atmosphere was relaxed and informal: quite a contrast to most academic events I’ve attended.  We were grouped around small tables which were loaded with collage materials, and invited to start on our first task: creating our own name tags.  This was a good ice-breaker, and led to some lively discussion on when we had last been able to ‘cut and stick’ and ‘play’ so freely (quite a while back for some of us!).
Q. Was there an overall theme to the day?
A. Yes, the workshop sessions were linked by their reference to genre in the teaching of Art & Design theory (although the contributors did this in very diverse ways).
Q. Did the way that you recorded the event reflect the creative ethos of the workshop?
A. Alke Groppel-Wegener, who introduced the workshop, encouraged us from the start to record the event using a long sheet of paper, folded to create a ‘book’.  She showed us examples of these, and encouraged us to ‘think through making’.  I found the collage medium quite difficult to engage with in terms of recording my feelings about the workshop, but did find that drawing was a very liberating way of noting down the key points.  My colleague found the collage technique very useful, and produced a lively account of the day using a combination of magazine cuttings and notes.  I found my self switching between ‘traditional note-taking and the visual format, which was an interesting exercise in itself as I was aware of using both left and right brain thinking.
Q. Will Hoon from Northampton University was the first speaker, what did he talk about?
A. Will described his experiences of introducing new assignments inspired by an earlier Writing PAD workshop at Staffordshire University.  He teaches theory to design students, and discussed his work with a 2nd year Graphics cohort.  One of the assignments Will developed involved giving groups of students a key thinker to research (for example Susan Sontag, Guy Debord) and encouraging a highly visual outcome.  We were shown examples of student work which demonstrated some very sophisticated responses to the assignment (for example, developing the idea of Psychogeography to create a visual concept which commented on the branded environment).
Q. How did Will’s work with students respond to the Writing PAD workshop he had attended?
A. Will also talked about his use of regenring, stimulated by Fiona English’s session at the Staffordshire event.  He asked his students to produce a piece of group work designed to explain the process of theoretical writing and research to 18 year olds coming into Higher Education.  Students were able to apply their studio-based creative skills to produce audio-visual work which made use of music, video and hand-drawn illustrations to explain their understanding of academic processes.
Q. How about Alke Groppel-Wegener’s session?  I know that she has a very visual way of approaching academic research…
A. Yes, Alke discussed the way that she uses highly visual, tactile techniques in order to engage students with academic practice (you can see some examples on her blog: http://tactileacademia.wordpress.com/ (​http:​/​​/​tactileacademia.wordpress.com​/​​)) .  She reflected on her own student projects, and ways that she found to enhance her own learning through the creation of models and objects.  Alke showed us some of the books she has created to use in her teaching, and we were given one in our pack: ‘The Dress-up Doll of Formality’.  This book addressed the central workshop theme of genre, by making an analogy between the selection of an appropriate genre and ‘dressing for the occasion’.  Alke’s book contained visual examples to explain this concept (for example, the academic essay was represented as a prisoner’s outfit!) as well as paper outfits with tabs which could be fitted onto our own ‘gingerbread’ doll.  
Q. Did you have the chance to try out any of Alke’s activities?
A. Yes, each table was given a genre (ours was ‘Advertising Billboard’) and asked to design an outfit to reflect this genre: I went for a punchy, slogan t-shirt.  Others came up with a g-string to represent the tweet (covering the essentials but only just!) and newspapers were thoughtfully conveyed in a black and white ensemble with a top hat to convey tradition and authority.  This was well-received, and personally I could see how this idea might be developed to suit the highly image-conscious fashion students on my programmes.
Q. Sounds stimulating!  Did Alke show you any student work?
A.  Yes, we saw some thought-provoking examples of work from 3D design students: they were asked to consider ‘If my work was a newspaper or magazine, what would it look like?’.  This assignment again played with genre, giving students the opportunity to re-visit contextual essays in a different format and also to take on different personas within the publication: titles included ‘The National Ceramic’, which took on the National Geographic format but used the student’s design discipline as content. 
Q. Was there anything else happening within the university to supplement the workshop?
A. Over lunch, we visited a highly relevant exhibition at the Avenue Road campus: ‘Minute: an Exhibition of Experimental Artist’s Books’ (examples can be seen here: http://www.weloveyourbooks.com/page22/page22.php (​http:​/​​/​www.weloveyourbooks.com​/​page22​/​page22.php​)).  This fascinating exhibition required artists to interpret the word ‘minute’ in different ways and to create a book to reflect this.  The idea of the visual as text fitted in well with the workshop, and also with the work of Louise Bird, one of the speakers…..
Q. What did Louise’s session cover?
A. Louise discussed her own MA project, and in parallel with this, the work she has done with her Graphics and Illustration students at Northampton.  She talked about reading visual narratives through objects, hence the title of her session: Back to the Mantelpiece: Word, Memory and Image.  Louise stressed the importance of theory to underpin studio practice: one of the studio assignments she highlighted involved asking students to tell a simple story (a fairytale or a journey) through the use of collage.  This was a useful vehicle through which to explore semiotics in a studio environment.
Q. Which speaker had the most resonance with you?
A. Fiona English’s discussion of regenring really struck a chord with me.  As soon as I read the forthcoming chapter ‘Genre as a Pedagogical Resource at University’ (helpfully emailed prior to the workshop) I saw my own research in a new light.  I realised that the work I had been doing with fashion students, for example in terms of replacing essay-writing with blog-writing, essentially used this concept.  Fiona has provided a really useful academic framework within which to explore genre in terms of writing pedagogy (you can read more about this in her book, Student Writing and Genre – I ordered a copy as soon as I got home!).  Her case study of a mature student’s use of the interview genre inspired me to ‘test out’ regenring for myself within this piece.
Q. Can you suggest any improvements to the workshop?
A. At the end of the workshop, I felt that I hadn’t really ‘got to know’ many people: introductions at the start, while going against the admirably relaxed feel of the workshop, would have given the opportunity for more interaction with the wider group, which I felt would have enabled attendees to get more out of the day.
Q. And finally, what have you taken from the workshop that you will apply to your own teaching and research?
A. The concept of regenring has given me a basis on which I can further develop my own pedagogic research, offering additional opportunities for students to experiment with a range of genres.  Attendance at this playful and refreshing workshop has also made me aware of fellow academics within the Midlands area, I’m hoping that I will be seeing them again at a Writing PAD event in Leicester later in the year.
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